Compton Cup Crew Races to Be Run on Charles Today
Princeton In Favor to Win Honors Again This Afternoon
Harvard Untied As Yet This Year; Tech's Second Attempt
Technology Greatly Improved During Last Week Of Practice

Technology's hope of taking the Compton Cup Races on Home Open Day seems practically lost, but it still maintains that the crew will supply better competition than last year. The Vantry boat contains the rowers who are among the three finest, and is unprepared, and is not really ready for the test on Saturday.

The reason for this condition is mainly the lack of practice. The boats are on the river only about an hour each day, and the present poor weather is not helping much. The lack of height and weight will also handicap the varsity shell. The average weight is 170 pounds and the average height is less than five feet. Cap-

The Tigers and Beavers for the mile Captain R. Clark, and Chace. Thorson, Chapin, Kohl, Coombs, and

Engineers Meet Maine in Track This Afternoon
Johnson, Gurke, and McAllman Expected to Shine For Tech

University Of Maine Required Strong Field Events
Beavers Have Highest Hopes in Broad Jump and Long Race Events

In the meet with Maine this afternoon, Johnson, and Albert Faztii are favorites in the 100-yard and 200-yard dashes. Neray and Indergass are strong in the 100-

The Vantry crew consists of five Sophomores and

Fencers Complete First Week's Competitions
Team Defeated Norwich, Turned First Field Event

Technology's 1936 fencing team, consisting of the following: Leonard, Rifleman, Davidson, St. Vincent, Thomas, Budlong, and David Appleton, has just contended with a very successful campaign. It defeated opponents include Norwich, Trumbull, and Yale. Technology's Fencing Club is the only one of its kind in New England. It was only by the intervention of organizers that Harvard and Columbia escaped a by-line.

On the sports program for this afternoon the centers of interest should

Tech Lacrosse Team Defeated By Harvard
Andaver Trounces Tech Freshmen in Final Game

The varsity lacrosse team lost to Harvard, 6-4, Wednesday afternoon at the Crew Field. Although it was a victory for Tech, because Harvard had Brown, 15-1, and Brown again, the game was hard fought and every goal was earned by the victors.

The victory defense was cut

General Motors

Veteran Nucleus is Basis For Technology Optimism
The veteran nucleus team with two matches under its belt broiml boulders, a successful campaign, recent Sefts Brubaker, Clif Lesie, Tom Terry, and Irving Newman form the experienced nucleus, while Oldham and Stewart of last year's freshman team help to strengthen the team's prospects.

The nucleus showed good form in its opener, winning from Brown by five to four. Their next meet was with Yale last Monday at New Haven. The Yale team proved too strong for the Beavers, and were able to take all of the matches, the final score being 10-3. The two matches were supposed to be the most thrilling of the season, however, because cannot be taken as more than the ability of the men for their journals was lowered by the news that Bill Hunt, who reached the finals in the intercollegiate a few years has,
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Successful Season Is Forecast For Netmen

The veteran tennis team with two matches under its belt broiml boulders, a successful campaign, recent Sefts Brubaker, Clif Lesie, Tom Terry, and Irving Newman form the experienced nucleus, while Oldham and Stewart of last year's freshman team help to strengthen the team's prospects.

The nucleus showed good form in its opener, winning from Brown by five to four. Their next meet was with Yale last Monday at New Haven. The Yale team proved too strong for the Beavers, and were able to take all of the matches, the final score being 10-3. The two matches were supposed to be the most thrilling of the season, however, because cannot be taken as more than the ability of the men for their journals was lowered by the news that Bill Hunt, who reached the finals in the intercollegiate a few years has,